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A little about Bank of America…
• Bank of America serves about 66 million consumers and small business clients
worldwide
• 2nd largest bank in the US by Asset Allocation (>$2T)
• Like many of the biggest banks, we’re known for our digital innovation
• Named the Best Consumer Digital Bank in the US by Global Finance
• Achieved Best in Class in both the Mobile Banking and Online Banking categories
for the fourth year in a row
• More than 60 awards to date
• We’ve engaged 66 million clients a staggering 9 billion times through our digital
channels this year alone – and we’re seeing record numbers of online and mobile
users and client satisfaction at all-time highs!
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A little about our Rewards Programs…
• Card Rewards
• Award-winning Cashback and Points
based on card type
• >55MM Consumer Credit and Debit,
Corporate & Small Business cards
• Preferred Rewards
• Eligibility based on assets
• Provides variable bank extras, including up
to 75% card rewards bonus
• BankAmeriDeals
• Reaches 99% of 39MM digital clients
• Issued $220MM cashback
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Preferred Rewards Performance and Partnerships
Baird Equity Research called Preferred Rewards "the industry's most complete banking rewards program"

6.8MM Preferred Rewards Members
• Total assets equivalent to nation’s 4th largest bank

Partnerships engage our Preferred Rewards members and help drive
deepening behaviors…
• Exclusivity - discounts, enhanced benefits and exclusive events
• Card Loyalty - new acquisition, spend, and retention benefits
• Surprise and Delight - complimentary offerings from the comfort of
home
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BANKAMERIDEALS
delivers new client acquisition and ongoing customer
loyalty for participating partners
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Offer Targeting:
• Reaches 99% of the ~40MM digitally engaged clients
• Targets customers based on past transaction history,
segmentation, attributes and insights
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Offer Creation & Management:
• More than 5k lifetime campaigns
• Create customized offers based on retention, new
acquisition, win-back and incremental order size
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Offer Presentment & Budget Management:
• Promoted throughout online and mobile channels to
targeted customers.
• Manages pacing of offers to fit within budgets
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Reward Settlement & Servicing:
• Creates more than $550MM in annual spend to
participating merchants
• More than $30MM cashback issued annually
Tracking Performance:
• ~1/3 of all customers regularly activate offers
•

98% of customers who “activate” at least 1x a month go on to
redeem at least 1 offer

•

Engagement across all segments

Investing in Innovation for Personalization
• In 2020, we’ve added nearly 1,000 new features and
enhancements across our digital platforms, including:
• Helping clients set and track their financial goals based
on their life priorities with Life Plan®
• Enabling Erica®, Bank of America’s financial digital
assistant, providing valuable insights in real-time
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Helping clients set and track financial goals through Life Plan®
Select what’s
important to you

Curates step-by-step guidance &
tools to meet your goals

Budget & Start Saving Journey
Buy a Home Journey
Spending and Budgeting tools
Set up a goal – Wedding Fund

Personalized Insights with
recommendations

Monthly Spending surplus
Save for a Large Purchase - inflow
trigger

Transition easily from High
tech to High touch

Explore Life Plan selections
Help with Home, Savings
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Consulting with Erica®, our clients’ personal virtual financial assistant.
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Creating engagement opportunities that are personalized
New offer opportunities

Digital Offer Enablement

Limited time offers
to engage clients
across all channels

Limited Time Offer

Hi, Frank!
You can get up to

$500

Capability for
clients to digitally
enroll in offers

in cash bonus

Leveraging Erica Insights

Targeted Segment Experiences

Targeted messaging
for key segments

Engage clients
based on recent
behaviors

Open Account

Introduce potential
within ERICA
interface

Interactive content
delivered as guided
roadmap
Take your first steps
toward financial
independence

To receive this bonus,
follow these 2 steps:

Offer discipline and
targeting based on
client needs &
behaviors
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Open a checking account
by June 31, 2020
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Set up qualifying direct
deposits within (60) days of
account opening
Activate your digital offer

Advantage Banking

Deliver
personalized, highvalue insights

You could earn more cash back on
your Cash Rewards card.

Digital account
opening or connect
to specialist

Advantage Savings

Credit Card for Students
For additional guidance, check
out the following resources:
Meet with a specialist

Schedule an appointment
Better Money Habits©
Learn More
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2020 has demonstrated how integral our digital capabilities are to our clients’ financial lives
We will continue to improve our digital journey by innovating solutions that are more engaging, frictionless, and efficient
by learning from the robust customer spending data and unique attributes each consumer holds
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Engaging

Acquire clients and deepen
existing relationships by
creating new digital
engagement opportunities
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Frictionless

Optimize account opening
experiences and maximize business
opportunity by reducing pain
points in the digital funnel
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Efficient

Curate Offers based on true
personalization based on real-time
information we know about clients
across our platforms
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PROVIDING RELEVANT AND REWARDING LOYALTY PROGRAMS,
OFFERS, AND EXPERIENCES TO MILLIONS
OF CUSTOMERS EVERYDAY

• Card Loyalty
• Preferred Rewards
• BankAmeriDeals & Featured Partnerships

